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ABSTRACT

Dr. Jane Lubischer challenges students to be intentional and to use a big picture way of thinking about their own academic interests as they build their education.

Jane Lubischer went to college to become an English teacher, decided she would rather be a basketball coach, discovered a major where she could study both biology and psychology, and finally ended up earning a Ph.D. in neuroscience. Now she spends much of her work life designing and building better courses, curricula, and programs for all undergraduate students at NC State.

Visit the web version of this article to view interactive content.

The Secret of Learning (Jane Lubischer)
This video was originally produced for an audience of entering first-year and transfer students at NC State University as a part of an interdisciplinary experience. It is available for noncommercial reuse under a Creative Commons Attribution Noncommercial 4.0 License, https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/.
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